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Scientists, the scientific method, scientific data and interpretation are often employed as "buzz words" or talismans to increase the credibility of an opinion, belief, or proposition. According to at least one commonly accepted storyline, science--a few ethical or moral Issues aside--has breathtakingly furthered human knowledge, the True, and the Good. Yet in the United States (US), certain Issues subvert this perspective.

Sex. Scientific knowledge on sexual orientation strongly suggests that human sexual predilections seem to be on a continuum of possibilities and often are not immutable. Yet public policy and political dialogue--criteria for denying security clearances, credibility as a political candidate or a parent--often seems predicated on sexual orientation comprising several discrete, classifications etched in stone except in the most extreme cases.

Drugs. Scientific knowledge on marijuana suggests that in some cases the drug--smoked and inhaled--may benefit individuals with certain medical disorders. The benefits can include significant symptomatic relief from pain, nausea, ocular pressure, and loss of appetite. Yet attempts to develop public policy and political dialogue logically following from even "strict constructionist" interpretations of science may be hazardous to one's political health as an aspiring candidate for the US ambassadorship to Mexico recently discovered.

Rock and Roll. Scientific knowledge suggests that subliminal perception of antisocial messages does not have a predictable effect on behavior. The evidence on supraliminal perception--forwards and backwards--of such messages is somewhat more complex. For supraliminal backwards--probably no predictable effect. For supraliminal forwards--perhaps some predictable negative effect for certain kinds of people. (The possibility of positive effect has been less often studied.) Yet mandatory classification systems have been implemented to "protect" all people from the deluge of antisocial behavior that otherwise would certainly follow.